
Beautiful Russian and simple English. 

What do we mean by saying «a beautiful language»? Each nation thinks of course, 

that their language is the most beautiful and pleasant for ears. It’s wrong to think 

like that. Each language has its advantages. Needless to say, that for everyone their 

mother language looks like the most beautiful and clear, because they know it very 

well. 

The most informative and laconic language is Latin. Italian and French sound very 

nice, but they’re nothing in comparison with the language of bushmen, sounding 

like a pleasant melody. 

Russian is great and wonderful. 

Russian is a language with a huge vocabulary, which let us describe any event, 

thing or emotion in the most accurate way.  Yes, we have something to be proud 

of. Russian is not only the most difficult language, but also the most flexible one. 

Russian is in particular good, because it can express the whole beauty of the 

Russian soul. Our writers are well-known as the example of the most wonderful 

and simple expression of thoughts by using of the wide Russian vocabulary.  

Yes, Russian is one of the most difficult languages in the World. Our grammar 

rules are very hard and, what’s more, they have many exception words. Our cases 

are really complicated for foreigners. The most languages don’t even have such a 

definition as «cases». Summing up, we can say, that Russian just can’t be 

beautiful, because of all its difficult points. 

English is clear and simple. 

If we call Russian hard and beautiful, English is the most simple and clear 

language. For instance, let’s just play with the phrase «моя собака». In Russian, 

we have many changeable endings (моя, моей, своя, мою), whereas English has 

the only and simple variant - «My dog». It has no endings and other difficulties. 

English doesn’t have the most sophisticated thing of Russian – declensions and 

verb conjugations. The most important thing is to understand, that English also has 

only three main tenses and all the rest are simply their varieties.  

We can call English simple and beautiful also because this language is definitely 

the World one. More and more people learn and speak it all over the World. Some 

people, who’s never even studied English, can understand some simple words and 

phrases anyway. More over, some easy and popular vocabulary is widely used in 

the Russian speech. 

 

 


